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Abstract

This article gives an overview of the Estonian usage ofpronouns and verb
endings äs address forms in the case of a single addressee. A t present,
competence in Estonian involves the ability to use two options: Singular and
plural. They mainly indicate the degree of social distance and situational
formality but there is much Variation in the usage since several biological,
social, and contextual parameters have to be taken into consideration.
Furthermore, the choice of the form may even define the whole relationship
or activity at hand. Because of the loaded meaning of these address forms
there is sometimes a pressure to find an alternative, resulting in what are
described äs avoidance strategies in thispaper. On the other hand, ifused in
a marked way, the pronominal or suffixal address forms may express Insult,
sarcasm, irony, etc.; they may degrade the interlocutor, or merely be used
for a comic effect. In other words, the Singular jplural dichotomy endows the
Speakers with a ränge of Strategie opportunities. The data for the present
study come from a questionnaire, carried out during 1995-1996 among
children and adolescents in different parts of Estonia.

Introduction

Address forms are a sensitive means of expressing social relations between
interlocutors, äs perceived by each one of them. In order to succeed in
this, the pronouns, verb endings äs well äs other address forms, have to be
adequate in a given context and for a given purpose.

Adequacy of usage (politeness) is a universal of language use that
has turned out to be extremely difficult to define, the obvious reason
being that it is embedded in numerous cultures where the structure of the
society and politeness strategies are widely different. The address forms
often reflect the universal phenomena of social hierarchy and of the
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formality/informality continuum, whose expression varies from language
to language and need not even be achieved through overt linguistic means
(Mühlhäusler and Harre 1990: 163). The adequate usage of address forms
is only guaranteed by a good knowledge of the relevant social structure of
the language Community äs perceived by the insiders. However, it turns
out not to be easy even for the native members of a language Community
to verbalize some kind of "rules" or norms that guide the addressing
practice. Different forms have their prototypical domains of usage, but, äs
will become clearer below, they are often used strategically to define
a relationship or the nature of an action.

The aim of this article is to present the Estonian System of Singular
and plural address together with the principles of its usage and avoidance.
I will start by describing the System itself and discussing the problems of
establishing the interpersonal address pattern. I will then outline the
strategies of 2nd person address avoidance and show that variability in
the usage of singular and plural address in the Estonian language
Community correlates with some biological and social parameters. Last,
I will discuss how the marked usage of address forms may be deployed äs
a Strategie means and how these cases are interpreted by the recipients.

The Estonian System of pronominal/suffixal address

The present-day Estonian System of personal address pronouns is rela-
tively simple. In its basic form it consists of one plural and two singular
forms, one of which is the original plural form that is prototypically used
in formal situations.

Singular Plural
Informal sä (sina) te (teie)
Formal te (teie) te (teie)

The monosyllabic variants are most common, the disyllabic forms are
used mainly when emphasis, disambiguation, or contrast is needed.

In addition to pronouns, personal endings of verbs may fulfill the
identical function of address. The connotations are the same, regardless of
whether the number is expressed by a pronoun or a verb ending or both.
Furthermore, a pronoun may sometimes be skipped, while the personal
endings are obligatory. In the following, the singular (sä, sina, and/or the
personal ending -d/0) will be referred to äs S and the plural (te, teie, and/or
the personal ending -te/-ke[-ge]) äs P. The concept of address here is thus
understood in a wide sense, involving everything that hints at the
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interlocutor: pronouns, and endings tule-d 'come, 2nd pers.sg.'; tule-te
'2nd pers.pl.', tul-ge 'imperative 2nd pers.pl.', including zero morphs
tule-0 'imperative 2nd pers.sg.'.

The data

For this study, 238 elementary and high school students were asked to fill
out a questionnaire. Students are on their way to acquire the System,
which makes them interesting subjects. At the same time, one should bear
in mind that the results reported in this article cannot be taken äs valid for
the whole Estonian language Community.

The students were chosen from three different places, Tallinn, Tartu,
and Kadrina. Tallinn is the capital, the biggest town of Estonia. Tartu is
the university town, an important educational center that hosts several
scientific institutions. Kadrina is a small place where the children of the
whole rural township come together to attend the only local high school.
Tallinn is situated in the northwest, Tartu in the south, and Kadrina in the
northeastern part of Estonia. As to linguistic and cultural contacts, about
half of the inhabitants of Tallinn are Russians and there are almost no
Russians in Kadrina, with Tartu holding the middle position. Foreign
contacts are likely to be most frequent in Tallinn, but Kadrina students,
like those of Tallinn, often watch Finnish TV and therefore possess at
least a passive knowledge of Finnish, in which at the moment Singular
address prevails. Thus, the data were collected in different parts of
Estonia, in the towns äs well äs in the countryside.

The schools chosen enjoy high prestige in the respective areas and put
an emphasis on the humanities. In each school three age groups were
studied: the 3rd (8-9-year-olds), the 9th (14-15-year-olds), and the 12th
year of schooling (17-18-year-olds). For the youngest group the
questionnaire was designed mostly to check their level of competence.
The two older groups, however, had to elaborately answer 23 questions
about their own usage patterns, their attitudes, and their Interpretation
of the address forms. Filling out the questionnaire took them about
40 minutes and was done during a regulär class.

The data is quite well balanced due to the similar size of classes all over
Estonia: there are 84 informants from Tallinn, 87 from Tartu, and 67 from
Kadrina. Eighty-six of the informants are in the 3rd grade, 78 in the 9th,
and 74 in the 12th. There were altogether 114 boys and 124 girls who
answered the questionnaire. Unfortunately there were no boys in the 9th
grade in Kadrina.2 Statements and opinions of these young people are
often cited in this paper to support the line of reasoning.
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The drawback of the method is that conclusions can only be drawn
about what the young people believe themselves to be doing; their actual
usage need not coincide with their beliefs. A certain amount of normative
thinking is also likely to have intruded on the answers; the students may
have reported what they thought they were expected to say. On the other
band, Speaker intuitions and interpretations would be hard to trace by
merely recording the subjects.

Establishing the pattern

In most human encounters, the interlocutor has to be addressed (or not)
in accordance with the general usage practices and Interpretation of the
address patterns in a language Community. Both S and P in Estonian have
their stereotypical domains of usage. The tradition of considering one of
them polite and the other impolite is somewhat misleading. There are
certainly cases where P can be used and interpreted äs impolite, for
example with close relatives and good friends. Therefore it has been
proposed that the terms adequate and inadequate usage should be used
instead (Braun 1988: 49). But again, when the social aims of the Speakers
are taken into consideration, the "inadequate" form may be very
adequate to certain ends. The neutral terms are offered by Mühlhäusler
and Harre, who make a distinction between the unmarked and the
marked usage of address forms, where the marked one is not degraded to
being inadequate (1990: 135). Further, the marked/unmarked distinction
is relative in its nature and made in the local context, and thus accounts
for the dynamics of social encounter (Mühlhäusler and Harre 1990: 141).
It seems that markedness can be understood äs being defined by what
Fräser and Nolen call the conversational contract that is established
between the Speakers at the start of communication, and then possibly
renegotiated (1981: 93-96).

But it need not be easy "to make the contract." Establishing the
address pattern is especially awkward, äs address forms are so overt.
Furthermore, in Estonian, where address is expressed in verb endings, the
forms are also very frequent. Sometimes decisions about unmarked usage
made by participants do not coincide: the interlocutors may have diiferent
expectations toward each other and the choice may be further com-
plicated by their different intuitions about the "rules," and by the inherent
ambiguity of the pronouns and verb endings.

Both S and P have a positive and negative core meaning, easily
characterized by the otherwise too simple dimensions of solidarity and
power, the two parameters of Brown and Gilman's model (1964 [I960]).
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S can be friendly, but also supercilious; P can be respectful, but also
distancing. The two dimensions of Brown and Gilman's model are helpful
for describing the most common misinterpretations of the pronouns. An S
meant for getting closer to the addressee may be misunderstood äs
positing the person lower on the power axis; a respectful P may be
interpreted äs if the Speaker would not like to have friendly contacts with
the other side; a P meant to inhibit the partner from intruding on
the speaker's privacy may be taken äs a signal of respect, etc. The
consequences of these misperceptions are easy to imagine, which is not to
say that there are not enough possibilities for misunderstandings already
along a single axis — conflicting estimations of closeness and hierarchical
relations (age) are likely to find their expression in the pronoun/suffix
usage.

The problem of accurate address arises acutely in several situations:
sometimes it is hard to estimate the age of the interlocutor or mutual
distance, and sometimes a subordinate has to address somebody who
actually should initiate the pattern himself/herself. Addressing is an
awkward undertaking that needs tact — when opting for S or P, the
estimated Status of the Speaker with regard to the recipient and guesses
about the expectations of the recipient will be openly encoded in the
language. Therefore the subjects were asked, "What do you do in the
Situation when you don't know which form to use?"

The confusion may lead to the avoidance of contact altogether: / keep
quiet and run away R9F; I don't talk at all to the person, if possible R9F;
/ shut up L9M. In this case it may be stated that a linguistic problem
comes to affect social life (Ahlgren 1978: 74). Avoiding contacts is cer-
tainly not a generally adaptable strategy.

The most straightforward way out is to ask the person directly (lask the
person which one he/she prefers K12F; I ask whether the person wants that
Isay SorP R9F). But asking is not a good solution to the dilemma either.
First, the responsibility will just be passed to the recipient of the question,
who then has to decide both on the pronoun he wants to hear and what
he himself is going to use. Second, the move means that either the
social position of the person or bis/her intention to be friendly may be
questioned, which is directly face-threatening. And last, in most cases
the answer is likely to be S anyway. To answer P means either that the
person arrogantly considers himself worthy of P (something that is most
probably atypical for the stereotypically shy Estonians), or that he/she does
not mean to be friendly. Consequently, if the addressee is trying to be
positive and cooperative, then the answer can be predicted. Posing the
question is therefore effective in situations when S is implicitly wanted
already.
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For the same reason, it is not likely that the overt corrections from S to

P would appear too often — it is not easy for somebody to prescribe to
the other that she has to evaluate him äs hierarchically higher or less
friendly than she has done so far. Therefore, mutual pronoun usage is
usually agreed upon implicitly. One of the persons has to make the choice,
which is at the same time a proposal for the other partner, if they are
relatively equal: / wait until the interlocutor has begun K12M. Sometimes it
is also possible to follow the example of other Speakers of similar Status
(peers): I follow the others (friends) L9F; / watch what the other s do
K12M. The choice of an address form may thus be a group decision.

Another type of strategies in case of hesitation is to avoid the 2nd
person pronouns and the respective verb forms (7 leave out this bit of
my speech R9F; 777 change the syntax so that I don't have to address
directly yet L12F). In this case the interlocutor has to be addressed by
neutral forms. Estonians have used four grammatical means for that
purpose.

First, one can address the interlocutor with the help of the Ist person
plural. That implicitly shows involvement, enthusiasm, and eagerness
from the part of the Speaker. It is therefore often used by doctors: näitame
keelt 'let's show the tongue', votame rnded seljast 'let's take the clothes
off'. It is also usual for mothers to express their Orders and wishes to small
children in this way. In other contexts the strategy is probably uncom-
fortable for its maternal/paternal shade and possibly for the awkward
closeness it creates with the conversation partner. None of the students
mentioned this äs a possible solution in their answers.

Second, it is possible to use the conditional mood instead of the
indicative or imperatives, äs in vötaks istet! 'would (you) sit down' instead
of (1) vota/vötke istet! 'sit down (sg./pl.)' or kos teed tahaks? 'would (you)
like some tea?' instead of (2) käs sajte teed tahadjtahate? 'would you (sg./
pl.) like some tea?'. Conditionalization works with Orders, requests and
questions, that is, with the speech acts that most often involve addressing.
With the help of conditional speech their inherently forceful content is
softened by making them sound like persuasions. This strategy was
mentioned by one Informant only.

Third, using the impersonal passive is a suitable strategy in Estonian äs
it parallels the whole personal-active paradigm: palun vöetagu istet! 'may
one please sit down [indirect imperative]', compare to (1) above; kos teed
tahetakse? 'would one like some tea?', compare to (2) above. This strategy,
though most universal, also needs a considerable amount of energy and
Inspiration for rephrasing everything in the impersonal. It sounds clumsy
and it is certainly more often used in the case of several addressees. It was
reported by five informants.
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In addition to the above options it is possible to replace the 2nd person
with the 3rd person: tuleb sisseja vötab mantli seljast! 'comes in and takes
off the coat'; käs X soovib teed? 'does X want tea?' Although neutral with
regard to number, this German-influenced strategy sounds weird rather
than polite. It also has some allusions to babytalk where an adult has to
make it clear who is meant by the referential expression (often the name).
Another area of usage is in combination with the word majesty and
the like (Tema Majesteet, 'His/Her Majesty', Tema Hiilgus 'His/Her
Excellency'), the referent of which is usually of non-Estonian background.
Addressing in the 3rd person has been a wide-spread habit in some other
language communities close to Estonian, such äs Swedish, by means of
pronouns äs well äs titles and kinship terms. In Estonian this replacement
additionally involves using the verb in the 3rd person, which may have
hindered the spread of the pattern. Only one girl from among my
informants reports a case similar to that: One guy, who didn't know either
which one to use, started to say 'maiden'. Witty L9F. She seems to think
that the strategy works fine, although it has a considerable surprise value.
In addition to her, four informants say that they use 'names' if they are
not sure whether to use Singular or plural. It is, however, hard to know
what verb form they would use then. A name äs well äs a title or any other
address form may always be used independently, that is, not integrated
into the sentence, but then the choice between singular and plural still has
to be made for the rest of the message.

However, there are some fixed patterns of using the verbs in the 3rd
person in combination with the respectful titles proua 'Mrs.', preili
'Miss', and härra 'Mr.' These patterns are most characteristic of Service
situations: Käs proua soovib teed voi kohvi? 'Does Mrs. want tea or coffee?'
Käs härm soovib veel midagi? 'Does Mr. want something eise?' They are
experienced äs new due to the overtly unfavorable attitude toward them
during the Soviet era when official attempts were made to introduce the
solidary seltsimees 'comrade' instead of these three terms based on gender
and marital Status. According to Braun's hypothesis about the universal
tendency of the polite forms to wear out (1988: 57-61), these expressions
(proua + 3rd pers. verb form, etc.) may appear especially polite because
of their novelty value. However, their unmarked usage seems to be
contextually limited to impersonal Service encounters.

None of the four strategies described above is a perfect solution to the
problem of avoiding the choice between singular and plural. Their
common drawback is that the functions are limited (though basically to
the most face-threatening acts, like asking and giving Orders). As soon äs
one person has to be addressed among many, or when the past tense has
to be expressed (probably with the exception of the impersonal passive),
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they are quite useless. In addition, a wider use of any of these grammatical
means would introduce a third degree of indirectness or politeness into
Estonian, and it may be difficult to find a proper niche for that.

The informants report these forms very rarely äs a way out from the
problematic Situation. Asking the person directly is mentioned 14 times,
avoiding the pronoun 28 times, among whom ten make specifications
about how (see above under the various strategies). The avoidance
strategies point out the user's confusion rather than ease the atmosphere.
Continuous rephrasing is a tedious Job; sooner or later something has to
be expressed in the 2nd person.

The usage patterns of Singular and plural address

The use of address forms can first of all be characterized by the symmetry/
asymmetry of the patterns. It has been pointed out by Brown and Gilman
(1964 [I960]: 257-261) that in several European cultures the dimension of
power is losing ground äs far äs the usage of different address pronouns is
concerned, and that in egalitarian societies the pronouns are used rather for
marking the dimension of solidarity/distance or informality/formality.
This involves the priority of Symmetrie address patterns, while the
asymmetric patterns are disappearing by being transformed into Symmetrie
ones. It is hard to comment on the development of usage patterns in
Estonian, but at the moment symmetry seems to be more common: parents
are not addressed äs P by children (let alone eider brothers) and grand-
parents receive P extremely rarely. In service encounters, shop assistants,
waiters, etc., are typically addressed äs P, äs are the representatives of such
"lower" occupations äs cleaning women. Doctors, lawyers, or professors
do not automatically inherit the right to say S to their inferiors. In the adult
world the "safe" variant is P, which is mutually used until the parties agree
upon S. The right to initiate S, however, is often perceived to be granted
according to power relations or other hierarchical parameters.

Unfortunately, nothing conclusive can be stated about the relative
shares of symmetry and asymmetry in the Estonian language Community
until specific research is carried out. Individual experiences may easily
cause opposing Statements. For example, according to Erelt (1990: 37) the
asymmetric pattern is "disturbingly common" and is even propagated on
TV and radio. One prototypical domain where an asymmetric pattern is
used is between children and adults. At school the degree of acquaintance
of teachers and students is usually suitable for mutual S. It is the
inequality of power and the age difference that find their expression
in asymmetric usage. At the university the patterns have commonly been
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Symmetrie PS but in recent times a certain tendency toward the general
Symmetrie S can be noticed. Also, workers at some corporate institutions
such äs banks have started to use Symmetrie S among all the co-workers
regardless of their hierarchical position.

The results of the questionnaire also support somewhat the assumption
that asymmetric address patterns äs an expression of power inequality are
not characteristic of Estonian usage. At the same time it should be taken
into account that the choices of the informants in this study were affected
by their own inferior social Status due to their minor age. They were
questioned about their choice of pronoun with several people defined by
their social roles (mother, grandmother, friend, teacher, shop assistant,
the President of the republic). The answers were assigned the following
numerical values: the answer "only S" got the value 1; the answer
"sometimes S, sometimes P" got the value 2; the answer "only P" got the
value 3. Then the group means were calculated for every social role in each
of the 17 groups (three age groups from three schools, boys and girls
separately). There turned out to be only a weak tendency over the groups
toward the usage of S to people in the Service sector. The ränge of the
answers was 2.5-3.0 for addressing the shop assistant, äs compared to
2.6-3.0 for the president and 2.8-3.0 for the doctor (see Table 1).

The teacher received 2.5-3.0 from the two older groups. In the youngest
group the teacher received a ränge of values: from 1.7 (F) and 2.1 (M) in
Kadrina up to 2.9 (M) and 3.0 (F) in Tallinn — a result that reflects the
dichotomy between the towns (especially the capital) and the countryside,
which will be dealt with below. Addressing outcasts of society, although
not included in this part of the questionnaire, caught the attention of some
students when answering other questions, probably because they do not
match the stereotype of a respectable adult: / would not say P to a
drunkardKl2¥. In this case social Status gets the advantage over distance
concerns.

The presumption that it is the personal distance estimation that
determines the choice of number of address forms is illustrated by the
wide ranges of reported choices for the persons whose social role in
relation to the Student is well defined; for example, relative 1.1-2.8,
parents' friend 2.1-3.0, and friend's parent 2.3-3.0. It is then the degree of
acquaintance and the frequency of encounters (solidarity arguments) that
the decision for one or the other address Option is based on. In general, the
results in Table l show a strong polarization and create a clear border
between the stereotypical domains of S and P.

Although there are usage stereotypes, the forms in a given context or
for the given participants cannot always be predicted. Linguistic
competence is a bulk of means to be used creatively by the Speakers in
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different ways and for different purposes. As Mühlhäusler and Harre
(1990: 162) put it, "language is a resource and its uses are tactical and
Strategie." By making use of the resources, every Speaker relies upon bis/
her personal experience, which cannot be uniform. Some tendencies
of different usage may be correlated, for example, with the social
surroundings. In Estonia one is more likely to hear S in the countryside
than in towns, even äs a complete stranger. In contrast, even people who
know each other well may use mutual P in towns. The townspeople may
use P more frequently altogether, äs they typically communicate more
often with people they do not know and in situations of an exclusively
transactional type. The latter is case-and-goal-oriented and does not
involve the private domain, while in the countryside the two tend to be
intersecting (Malmberg and Nordberg 1994).

The assumption that the spread of P depends on the size of the
Community could be supported by the students' answers to the question
Should the teacher say S or P to you? In Tallinn 40 percent of the 14-15-
and 17-18-year-olds wanted to hear P or both (depending on the teacher),
in Tartu the percentage was 21, but in Kadrina it was only 10 (see Table
2). Similarly, students from Tallinn did not want to address their teachers
with S äs often äs the students from Kadrina did, with Tartu holding the
middle position. In the countryside, where people often have multiplex
relationships to each other, the solidary S is preferred (Table 2).

Closer contacts to Russian may also be the reason why people in
Tallinn say P to each other more often. In Russian the domain of the
plural vy has traditionally been wider than in Estonian, especially among
the nobility, extending for example to parents and spouses (Comrie et al.
1996: 250). But Switches from singular to plural have been more dynamic
in Russian and involved different contextual parameters (Friedrich 1972),
so there has been no complete borrowing of the System.

As to gender differences in singular and plural address, they appeared
insignificant in this study (apart from the fact that girls generally gave
longer answers). The pronoun preferences were very much alike. The sex
of the target person (e.g. parents' friend) was not defined, but there was a
separate question on whether women receive more P, which seemed to
cause much confusion. If gender differences exist, school-age respondents
do not seem to be conscious of them.

Apart from location and distance concerns, age is of crucial importance
when choosing the pronoun. The borders between "young enough
for S" and "old enough for P" are not obvious. Generally it may be said
that small children are not addressed äs P, and P is not expected from
them, even if Variation between different families äs to the appropriate
age for starting to say P may be considerable. According to the answers
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Table 2. The use of S and P between teachers and students in different parts of Estonia

Code Should the teacher say S or P Would you like to say S to the Total
to you? teacher? No. of
S/P P No. P % P to some yes No. yes % yes students

K9F
K12F
K12M

R9F
R9M
R12F
R12M

L9F
L9M
L12F
L12M

0
3
1

2
2
2
5

1
1
4
3

0
0 4 10
0

0
1 12 21
0
0

3
4 22 40
4
2

3
5
2

6
0
4
3

4
4
3
0

11
3 26 65
2

6
5 29 51
4
1

2
3 20 36
1
3

40

57

55

of the students, it is at about the age of starting school that the child
begins to use the P-forms, at the time when he/she first enters public life.
Even if most of the students in the 9th and 12th grade do not remember
when they first used P — it does not seem to be an event like riding a two-
wheel bike for the first time — nearly all of them who made a guess say
that it happened either at school (30 answers) or at kindergarten (seven
answers).

At the same time, it is not only or mainly the teachers who instruct the
children to say P. The teachers who were approached during data collection
said that they do not always pay attention to S/P choice or that they "will
not faint if they hear S." Of the 9th and 12th graders, 24 say that they have
been corrected by teachers in lower grades (the question read Who has told
you to use P instead ofS?), while 34 report that they were taught at home.
Out of the 3rd graders only three mention the teacher (in Tallinn), and 31
cite family members, most often mother. It seems that there is not much
direct instruction in addressing. The patterns are, rather, acquired
implicitly in the process of socialization. By way of evidence, all the 3rd
graders, with the exception of two boys from Kadrina, demonstrated
correct patterns in the usage test, that is, they reported S at least for mother
and P at least for the President of the republic, a doctor, or a shop assistant.
The patterns of the youngest informants are quite like those of the older
students (see Table 1). At the same time, not all of them can define the
guiding principle for their choice, which could be expected if they
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consciously made their choice according to it. The most populär answers to
the questions about when P should be used were a stranger (49), a teacher
(33 students), and an olderperson (17). About one-third of the 3rd graders
just gave a list of different persons to whom they would say one or the other.
Quite a lot of them gave examples of usage: When you askfor directions if
you dorit know where to go K3F; If somebody introduces a person to you
whom you don 't know L3F. This indicates that usage patterns are likely to be
picked up gradually from concrete situations and contexts, and what is
explicitly given by some adult, if at all, is probably only the initial impulse.

However, it is not enough for the children to acquire the rule for
"strangers" and "older people." They should also learn to define the
usage domains according to age. A person has to be old enough to receive
P. The 9th and 12th graders generally do not yet want to be addressed äs P
by younger children: Idon t want them to think that I'm a big auntie L9F.
Only two out of 152 state that younger children actually say P to them,
but that sounded more like a wish.

At the same time, adolescents may already expect P from older
people. The expectations from the teachers were briefly described above
(Table 2). From the same data it is possible to see an increase in the
expectation of P with growing age. In the 9th grade, 14 students want to
be addressed äs P (18%) by their teachers, while in the 12th grade the
number is 24 (32%). This is a predictable tendency toward the natural
Symmetrie P of the adult world, which dominates in the public sphere
and at the university. The pattern of "P from above" serves to make
young people feel equal to adults (although "S from above" may show
intimacy). It is not hard to see that the "S from below" serves to achieve
the same ends: an S from a younger person implies that you still belong
to the group of young people. It is therefore natural that if the face3

wants of the parties are supported in the course of communication, a
young person will receive P first from older people and then from
younger. An S from above may sound much worse than an S from
below during adolescence.

When entering the adult world, addressed äs P, adolescents tend to feel
that a new conversational style and way of behavior is expected of them: If
somebody say s P to me, it makes mefeel that Ihave to behave accordingly to
deserve this polite address L12F. If addressed äs S, it is not yet necessary
to feel responsible: If the teacher said P, that would demand more
responsibility from me K12F.

The unmarked choice for the young among themselves is S. The
majority in the 9th äs well äs in the 12th grade reported that they never
say P to a peer (63% and 51% respectively). The 12th graders could list
more conditions under which they might eventually use it: If we
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communicate at the official level L12F; Ifhe/she is a stranger and evokes
respect R12M. At the same time, these older groups share the norm with
the adult language Community, that the default variant in public is P.
As one 17-year-old girl puts it, Saying P is one characteristic of being
adult L12F. One hundred and one students (66%) reply that in a
problematic Situation or in case of hesitation they would use P, whereas S
is mentioned only four times äs a solution to these problems. The students
comment, luse P just in case L9F; It is safer K12F; It is most secure K9F.
In this respect the two older age groups agreed without any significant
differences.

Age is a social construct. Being considered old or young depends on
several social factors in addition to biological age. Furthermore, the
choice between S and P requires paying attention to numerous contextual
factors. But the Speakers should still have some general Intuition about
the age when P becomes appropriate. The 9th and 12th graders had to
answer the question How old does a stranger have to be in order to
receive P? Many students answered vaguely (it depends, it is individual,
to everybody, age is irrelevant). The rest of the answers formed the
following scale:

Proposed age No. of answers

3-13: 6
14-19: 21 + 19 who answered "older than me"
20-25: 29
26-30: 14
40-45: 3
50: l
60: l

There is much variability in the answers and that is probably the case
also in actual usage. For the 9th and 12th graders the upper limit of saying
S is slightly above their own age (one to ten years) without considerable
differences between the two age groups. There were very few exceptions to
the general tendency to refer to an age older than oneself.

In the other end of the age spectrum, the elderly are more likely to
receive S than are other adults, just like children. It is for example a
common practice among linguists who travel from farm to farm, tape-
recording elderly dialect Speakers, to address their informants äs S. On the
one hand, it is a manipulative attempt to diminish the social distance; on
the other hand, it also feels more appropriate, and the strategy cannot be
assigned to dialectologists only. Thus, there are both a lower and an upper
limit for using P. The latter seems to be reserved for the economically
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active part of society, for the period of life when social position and
prestige are of most importance. The limits, however, are not clear-cut.
The estimated borders may extend over decades. Especially much
Variation must be triggered by the borderline cases, when the person's
biological and social age do not seem to coincide (e.g. a very young
teacher). In general, it is obvious that the "rules" for using S or P are not
homogeneous throughout the language Community.

Breaking the pattern

Once the pattern has been established between two persons, it is likely to
become a natural part of their relationship (their conversational contract).
The pronoun becomes unmarked. New meaning can be created by
breaking the pattern, when the pronoun or suffix is used äs a marker of a
changed relationship or for some other ends, äs will be described below.

The pattern established between two persons has to be remembered and
followed in Estonian. Dynamic switches from one pronoun to the other in
the course of a single encounter with a single person, äs described in
Russian usage (Friedrich 1972: 288-298) and in the historical usage of
English and French (Brown and Gilman 1964 [I960]: 273-276), are not
characteristic of Estonian. It can, however, happen that in very formal
situations the usual S is changed into P. For example, some people find it
disturbing when journalists address their interviewees äs S in front of an
audience, whether they know each other well or not. In the 1980s it was
even prescribed that P should be used in broadcasts. Such a situational
switch is also thinkable in the other direction, for example when being
together in very informal settings. But generally Estonian usage is static
äs far äs a given interlocutor is concerned and may in this sense be
compared with the similarly rigid German System (äs described in Braun
1988: 37).

A permanent transition from one address form to the other presumes
some kind of agreement. The originally German ritual of drinking
together in order to become sinasöbrad 'sina-fnends* (sinasöpruse joomine
'drinking MWö-friendship') is reserved for the transfer from P to S and is
rare nowadays, though probably more common among males. The other
type of transfer (S to P) is less usual and there is no traditional way of
indicating the change. The natural way for relationships is from distanced
to close, and once S is established, even distancing (e.g. in time) does not
usually aifect it: schoolmates are usually addressed äs S even after
decades, regardless of their present Status. As has been pointed out earlier,
power relations do not have äs big an impact on the choice of singular or
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plural address. Meanwhile, the switch from S to P is thinkable by a former
teacher, once the Student has grown up.

As interpersonal address patterns in Estonian are generally stable, a
deviation that has not been agreed upon previously or triggered by a very
specific Situation will be a subject of attention. The marked forms may be
used äs Strategie means, the value of which depends on the context and the
intentions of the Speaker, äs well äs on the variant itself. The use of S
instead of the ordinary P without any previous agreement serves most
often for demeaning; the use of P instead of S can be ironic, sarcastic, or
sometimes merely comic. (It is of course hard to imagine a case where only
the pronoun would carry the specific meaning — it is often combined
with other linguistic and/or nonlinguistic means.) Although in other
cultures marked usage may also be interpreted äs stylish, appreciative, or
merely expressive in some contexts (Braun 1988: 45-50), deliberate
deviations from the ordinary or expected pattern in Estonian tend to have
negative connotations. In the following, some cases of marked usage will
be discussed.

The marked S in Estonian may, for example, degrade the teacher to the
level of students. The question Would you like to say S to the teacher? got
the answer Of course I would. Then she would not get this feeling of
superiority over me L9M. The students can think of using S to express
their negative feelings: 7 would like to say S to the teacher to show my
attitude R9M; 7 would like to say S sometimes when I'm outraged L12F.

As children and adolescents themselves are stereotypically addressed
with S, they cannot take offence for it too often, but many of them have
already experienced the demeaning marked S. It is then rather the context
and the offender's manner of talking that has upset them: If someone just
came t o nag at me and said S, I would probably take offence K12F; It is
unpleasant when somebody on the bus says S to me (äs a stranger) and
orders me to stand up L12F. The ideological usage of S may also be
disturbing: When the Christians stop me in the street and invite me to their
meeting and say S L12F. Or when in an adult role: 7 work äs a shop
assistant and I don't like if there comes a contemptuous dient and says S.
After eight hours at school andfive at work there comes some yuppie and
says 5, that 's too much! R9F. Here, it is the whole situational context that
determines the meaning of the pronoun äs offending.

The marked P seems to be actively used at school. In the cases where S is
perceived äs the unmarked variant and the teacher says P, it is interpreted
äs deliberate creation of a barrier: If the teacher says P, it is not easy to
establish contact with her K12M; To say P automatically creates a barrier
and prohibits the natural free conversation L12M. At the same time,
S brings the teacher closer to the students: If she says S, the relations are
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more intimate K12M. S seems to be the common way to address students
in Estonia at the moment, and many teachers let adolescents choose
when they enter high school. However, about 20 years ago P was even
prescribed at some high schools, possibly inspired by Russian patterns.

If S is unmarked, the marked P may be used for Strategie purposes. For
example, P is an effective and easy means for expressing irony, sarcasm,
disdain, and anger. Teachers seem to make good use of it: If she [the
teacher] Starts saying P, Ihave done something wrong, e.g. I chat during the
lesson and the teacher says 'May I disturb you (pl.)?' K9F; For example, if
the teacher says it to underline that although already a grown-up, you are
still so stupid L12F; The P-form pops up when moralizing K12M. Students
believe that using P may even be an expression of bad mood by the
teacher: P usually means irony or low spirits R9M. On the other hand,
the unmarked variant is perceived äs a feature of positive mood: If she
[the teacher] says S to me, I have better chances for an excellent mark
R9M; / like when the teacher says S, because then I feel that she is more
friendly than an angry teacher who wants to give me a bad mark R9M. The
general technique of address offence is to use the pronoun/verb endiiig
that is wrong for the present context and the person in question.

In addition to the above usage of P for negative ends, it is an effective
means of keeping people, especially the unpleasant ones, at a distance.
Would you like to say S to the teacher? No, sometimes it is useful to keep
the distance L12M; Not to everybody, I don't want that a teacher whom I
don't like, would think that I want to get on with her on the level of S K9F.
The unpleasant persons in their turn are expected not to use the close and
friendly S: If the teacher is evil and shouts all the time, she should say P
L9F; Ignorant teachers could say P L12F.

The address forms are thus efficient means of manipulating social
relations. In order to manipulate the teacher, either a marked S or a marked
P can be used. A young man from Kadrina says, luse the form S ifl don't
have to please him too much, e.g. critical mark, homework not done, being
absent K12M; but a young man from Tallinn holds a different standpoint: /
would not like to say S to the teacher, Idon 't want to make an Impression that
I am aspiring to a better mark L12M. S is unmarked for the boy from
Kadrina, whereas P is supposedly something a teacher may be flattered
about. The boy from Tallinn thinks that P is neutral and S is used for
showing rapport for manipulative ends (which he himself wants to avoid).

That pronouns are a good manipulative means in the language
Community at large is understood perfectly well by the students. The
question read, Which of the forms should be used in advertisements? By
using S one gets closer to the person. She j he thinks that the advertisement is
for him l her K12F; S, then it feels like an acquaintance would recommend
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t he t hing R12M. The informants are eager to speculate that some goods
would seil better with one or the other address variant: S is expected to
work for chocolate, soup, everyday things, consumer goods, washing
powder, sanitary napkins, cheap goods, for young and ordinary people,
while P works with cars, hotels, luxury goods, expensive things, a ball or
something festive, with goods and Services for older people, managers,
officials and the aristocratic consumer. As one Informant puts it, 'Take
(pl.) "Snickers"!' wouldsoundstränge L12F. Some students accept that S
is imposing but propose that it might therefore be more effective, for
example S is a more personal approach, it would thus be more contriving and
impolite, even ifit gives better results L12F. The latter may not be true if
we consider the opposite opinions: P should be used, because they
ladvertisements] are ugly and obtrusive even so! L9F; One should always
say P to a dient L9M; Ifthey urge you to buy their stuff, they might at least
do it politely L9M. There often seems to be space for choice and
Interpretation of address forms even in the relatively rigid System of
Estonian usage.

The availability of two socially loaded address options encourages
Speakers to attach extraordinary significance to these forms. It is easy to
find examples among the questionnaire answers in which the entire social
Status of the teacher is believed to be at stake if S were used to them or if
they were to say P to the students: If I say S, the teacher will lose her
authority and the students wouldn't listen to her K12F; Ifthe teacher s would
say P to students, the students would begin to consider themselves too
important and equal to the teacher s L9M. It is äs common to believe that
the inequality of teachers and students, äs well äs the barrier between
them, lies in the choice between singular and plural: Would you like to say
S to the teacher? — No, there must always be a barrier between the Student
and the teacher that would help to respect the person L9F; Yes, then we
would understand each other better L12M. P becomes a symbol of the
whole concept of politeness and respectful behavior: I would not like to say
S to the teacher because I would also like to be treated with respect and
consideration in the future L9F. The symbolic value of the S/P System is
actively used by some institutions — scouts, churches, and Student
organizations demand mutual S from their members. The two address
forms are overloaded with social meaning.

Conclusion

The practice of using the alternative forms of singular and plural address,
together with the whole complex of strategies, is well established in the
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Estonian society. Mastering the address patterns requires knowledge of
age limits and assessment of mutual distance/solidarity and degree of
formality.

With the example of age limits it was shown that the "rules" that all the
members of the language Community should be aware of are quite vague
and differ from Speaker to Speaker. Context-bound Strategie usage seems to
be the grounds for the acquisition of the two options, and it is the everyday
usage patterns that constantly reproduce the social significance of Singular
and plural address rather than some abstract rules. Since personal or group
experiences may be different, it is not surprising that there is much
variability in what is considered adequate. As this study pointed out,
people from towns äs opposed to people from the countryside may have
different intuitions about appropriate usage. However, I would like to
argue that hierarchical concerns generally play a lesser role in Estonian
society than vertical ones (e.g. degree of acquaintance), at least on the basis
of these data from children and adolescents.

The Estonian usage of address forms is relatively rigid: once the pattern
is established between two or more persons, it becomes a characteristic
part of their relationship, and marked usage is never likely to go
unnoticed. At the same time, it is often not easy to establish the pattern,
and in these cases there are other grammatical means that may be used äs
avoidance strategies. They neutralize the Opposition between singular and
plural, but the choice is almost impossible to avoid in the long run.

The social significance of singular and plural address forms makes them
convenient means for several Strategie ends. The Opposition between
singular and plural address in Estonian is actively and creatively used for
establishing and maintaining the character of social relations äs well äs
for accomplishing various activities, such äs degrading, condemning,
or nagging.

Uppsala and Tartu University

Notes

1. The author is indebted to Bengt Nordberg, Karl Pajusalu, Raimo Raag, and Gun
Widmark for their insightful comments on this paper at various stages.

2. In the tables and quotations the following symbols are used: Tallinn — L, Tartu — R,
Kadrina — K; girls — F, boys — M; the numbers 3, 9, and 12 denote the grade of the
informant(s). The quotes are direct translations of the childrens' and adolescents'
answers and may therefore not always be completely coherent.

3. The notion of face here is used in accordance with Goffman (1967), and with the
derivation by Brown and Levinson (1987).
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